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Current Food and Drug Administration (FDA) policy recommends that
men who have had sex with another man (MSM) even one time since
1977 should be deferred indefinitely from donating blood. The deferral of
MSM began prior to the availability of tests for HIV in early 1985. The
deferral has existed in its current form since September 1985. This and
other related FDA policies are designed to address the major sources of
known risk to the blood supply as well as the theoretical risk of
emerging infectious disease (EID) transmission. FDA has reviewed the
policy periodically, most recently at a meeting of the FDA Blood
Products Advisory Committee in 2000 and in an FDA-sponsored public
scientific workshop in 2006. After considering both public discussions
FDA retained its policy. FDA has noted its commitment to continue to
review its donor deferral recommendations.
At the June 10-11, 2010 meeting, the HHS ACBSA will hear
presentations and engage in deliberations on the current MSM deferral
policy. Specifically, the ACBSA will be asked to discuss the following:
what are the most important factors (e.g. societal, scientific, and
economic) to consider in making a policy change; is the currently
available scientific information including risk assessments sufficient
to support a policy change at this time; what studies, if any, are needed
before implementing a policy change; what monitoring tools or
surveillance activities would need to be in place before implementing a
policy change; what additional safety measures, if any, are needed to
assure blood safety under a revised deferral policy?
Source: http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/2010-12326.htm
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Guarding against Unknown and
Emerging Pathogens
Statement from America’s Survival, Inc.
My name is Cliff Kincaid, president of America’s Survival, Inc.
(www.usasurvival.org). On behalf of our organization, I am pleased to present the
testimony of Dale O’Leary, a writer, who has followed the AIDS epidemic since the
beginning and written extensively on the subject of sexually transmitted diseases.
Those who are lobbying to have the current ban changed have focused entirely
on improved tests for HIV.1 They do not mention all the other infectious diseases
epidemic among men who have sex with men (MSM), because the gay activists
cannot argue that MSM are no more likely to be infected with a blood-borne disease
than other populations.2
The CDC recently announced that the rate of new HIV diagnoses among MSM
is 44 times higher than among other men and the rate of primary and secondary
syphilis is 46 times that of other men.3 In addition, there have been outbreaks of
various forms of hepatitis,4 herpes,5 drug-resistant gonorrhea,6 cancer-causing human
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papilloma virus,7 cytomegalovirus8, chlamydia,9 plus MRSA,10 and a host of other
diseases.11
The World Federation of Hemophilia points out that “By their very nature
blood donor screening and deferral criteria are discriminatory… they are a method to
reduce the risk of known, unknown, undetectable or emerging12 viruses and/or other
disease causing agents being passed to recipients of blood or blood products.” 13
Randy Shilts’ And the Band Played On, a chronicle of the early days of the
AIDS epidemic, documents how long it took to protect the blood supply after there
was solid evidence that AIDS was a blood-borne disease.14 The gay community
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fought the current restrictions then, using some of the same rhetoric they are using
today.15
In 1981, when the first cases were reported, there was already an epidemic of
STDs among men who have sex with men.16 Dr. Selma Dritz, the infectious disease
specialist for the San Francisco Department of Public Health, was also concerned in
1980 when she warned a meeting of STD specialists:
“Too much is being transmitted... We've got all these diseases going
unchecked. There are so many opportunities for transmission that, if
something new gets loose here, we're going to have hell to pay.”17
As Dr. Dritz spoke, HIV was already making its way through the gay
community and soon thousands of gay men were dying of AIDS.18
In his 1997 book, Sexual Ecology, gay activist Gabriel Rotello predicted a
dangerous future:
“Almost every researcher studying the epidemic is convinced of one
overarching fact: that if gay men ever re-recreate the sexual conditions
of the seventies, the same kind of thing will happen again with other
microbes. There are already drug-resistant or incurable diseases
circulating in the gay population--things like hepatitis C19, antibioticresistant gonorrhea, various strains of herpes20 – and they all stand
poised to sweep through the gay population the moment we provide
them an opportunity to spread… And, say the experts there are probably
many more microbes whose existence we know nothing about, just as
we once knew nothing about HIV.”21
15
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Now, in 2010, we can see the future Rotello feared.22 Thousands of gay men
attend circuit parties, where sex and drugs are on the program.23 Millions use the gay
social networking site Manhunt to hook up.24 Crystal meth use among gay men is
epidemic and associated with unsafe sex.25 Another disease could be hiding in their
blood or tissues, one with a long incubation period. Or a well-known disease could
mutate into a form not recognized by current testing, as happened recently in Sweden
where a mutated form of chlamydia was missed in testing.26

hugging. After all, these agents—unlike, say flue or Ebola viruses—depend on mobile humans to spread. And
because they rely on people to get around, it it’s not in their interest to quickly dispatch their hosts. According
to Ewald, sexually transmitted pathogens “have to have tricks up their sleeves for avoiding the immune
system.” They must be infectious for months and transmissible after a long period of infection. No wonder, he
says, that today’s leading cast of characters in chronic diseases – the Epstein-Barr virus, HHV8, the human
papilomavirus, the hepatitis B, as well as HIV – are all spread through intimate contact. Those cunning
pathogens are most likely to escape the immune system’s security forces. “A tremendously disproportionate
number of agents responsible for causing chronic diseases.” says Ewald “will be STPs – sexually transmitted
pathogens.”
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Although testing for known pathogens has improved dramatically, current
methods are not perfect and an increase in donations by MSM would increase the
risk of infected blood reaching recipients.27
But it is the diseases we don’t know about -- and for which we don’t have tests
-- that we must guard against, and the only way to do that is to “discriminate” against
high-risk groups.28
MSM are a high-risk group because from the beginning of the AIDS epidemic,
gay activists rejected proven public health measures.29 When the gay activists can
prove that the rate of STDs and HIV infection among MSM is no higher than the rate
in the general public, then, and only then, should you even consider changing the
rules on blood donation.
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